
Stress tests needed
for working people!

HOUSANDS more working people and their families thi s year will be cast into poverty,Tunemployment or emigration as a result of the Irish  state’s commitment to saving the euro
and its masters in the European Union. But will fam ilies get a stress test, followed by injec-
tions of capital? I think not.

The mask is truly o the European �
Union. Its political and economic insti-
tutions can no longer hide their naked
imperialist character as it functions to
serve the interests of big business and
nance capital. While some, in particu � -

lar social-democrats, have invested
decades of political capital and personal
reputations in the positive or benevo-
lent character of the EU and will con-
tinue to see a full set of clothing on the
emperor, for the mass of ordinary
people it stands naked for all to see.

As a clear political  message to the
new Government, and on the eve of the
release of the bank stress tests and
banking restructuring plans, the chief
economist of the European Central
Bank, Jürgen Stark, warned against
any move to make senior bond-holders
pay. The parameters of any govern-
ment’s ability to act as a sovereign
entity were clearly set in the context,
rst and foremost� , of securing the

capital of large European banks and
ultimately the fate of the euro.

Stark declared that “we are warning
the Irish Government in case it wants
to solve its problems at the cost of
bond-holders.” The European Central

Bank is clearly a political-economic
institution. It represents and serves
the interests of nance capital in �
Europe and in an economy that is not
neutral but driven by class forces.

Echoing the ECB, the Governor of
the Central Bank of Ireland, Patrick
Honohan, warned against imposing
losses on banks’ senior bond-holders
without the agreement of other EU
states. “Unilateral action would not be
a net gain for Ireland,” he said.

  “We are warning the Irish
  Government in case it wants
  to  solve its problems at the
  cost of  bond-holders .”

The political and economic estab-
lishment are united on one thing, if
nothing else: that working people must
be made to pay for this crisis, and sig-
ni � cant amounts of wealth—hundreds
of billions—must be taken from work-
ing people and distributed among the
wealthy and their institutions.

What is rarely revealed by these
“bankers” is, Who are the senior bond-
holders that we cannot touch, and
why? The answer is, of course,
German, French, British, Dutch and
Belgian banks. The banks that irres-
ponsibly ooded peripheral countries, �
such as Ireland, Portugal, Greece, and
Spain, with cheap credit to the benet �
of the core economies are untouchable.
Why? Because destabilising those
banks would risk the future of the
euro, and the whole European political
project.

It is estimated that the exposure of
German, French, British and Dutch
banks to the Irish, Portuguese, Spanish
and Greek economies is in the region of
€450 billion. This is the real reason for
not touching the bond-holders.
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With a heavy dose of fear and violence, and a lot o f money for projects,
I think we can convince these people that we are he re to help them.—
Lieutenant-Colonel Nathan Sassaman , o cer com � manding 1-8
Battalion, 4th Infantry Division, United States Arm y in Iraq ( New
York Times,  23 October 2005). ”
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While this threat may be used by
the right wing as a scare tactic or to
create fear to further the designs of the
European Union, it is a political reality
that progressive parties, people and
unions must face and not shy away
from.

But rather than further enslaving
Ireland to the European Union we
must ask, Why are we being sacriced �
to save the very people who created the
crisis, who blew up the credit and
property and speculative bubbles in
peripheral countries, in the process
amassing private fortunes?

Despite José Manuel Barroso’s
recent defence of the EU, in which he
laid the full blame at the door of
Ireland and the Irish people, the reality
is the very opposite. While the Irish
ruling elite proted from the bubble �
and fuelled the speculative drive, it was
on the basis of EU and ECB economic
policy, determined not by Ireland but
by its “partners” in Europe.

This was well explained recently by
the former chief executive of the
National Treasury  Management
Agency, Michael Somers, when he
stated: “The money that they claim they
are lending to us—that’s money to
replace the money that was lent to us on
the interbank market by other banks
within Europe.

“So all they are doing is giving the
Irish banking system money to pay back
other banks in Europe . . . Our Central
Bank was no longer an instrument of
Irish public policy. They emphasised
their independence and that they were
part of the European system of central
banks, with their head o ce in �
Frankfurt.”

In addition, Dr Somers noted that
at the time of joining the European
Monetary System, Ireland was essen-
tially bribed to join with the oer of �
cheap credit and further cheap lending;
but, in an ironic twist, once you need
their help they impose punitive
interest rates to punish you even
further and seek to make prot � from
your diculty. �

“I remember very clearly when the
major countries in Europe were trying to
set up the European Monetary System,”
Somers said. “They actually oered us �
interest subsidies at the time. They were
so anxious for us to break the link with
sterling and join the EMS that they gave
us loans with an interest subsidy
attached to them, because they knew it
would be dicult for us, due to the close �
links we had with the UK. It was impor-
tant for them politically to have credi-
bility by having as many countries join
the EMS as possible.

“Now, when we get into this spot of
bother, instead of giving us subsidies to
help us get out of trouble they charge us
this huge penalty of 3 per cent. I mean,
it’s not exactly the behaviour you would
expect of your European partners, that
they make a prot from the help they �
give you.”

Given the reliance of the state and
its banking institutions on ECB fund-
ing, this means that the comments of
Jürgen Stark are more than just casual
remarks. Important to note, and not
included in our national debt, is the
€100 billion owed by Irish banks to the
ECB that is covered by the state
guarantee.

These loans take priority over other
sources of funding and so will poten-
tially become sovereign debt if not paid
by the banks. This risk means the
potential for further recapitalisation.

The reality of Ireland’s position
within Europe is clear. Rather than the
dishonest pro-Lisbon treaty slogans of
“At the heart of Europe,” or the equally
dishonest position of ignoring the role
of the EU, Ireland is clearly a
peripheral country, with a neo-colonial
relationship to the centre.

That is, we do not have sovereign
control over our economy; the
economy is used to benet and meet �
the needs of the centre; and any
expression of economic independence
at variance with the centre will not be
tolerated.

The position of the coalition
Government was made very clear by

Michael Noonan when he assured his
European political masters that there
would be no trouble from his Govern-
ment. “I want to be clear, too, for the
benet of our people and of market par � -
ticipants, that we are committed to the
EU-IMF programme.”  

And he made it clear that working
people would take the brunt of further
recapitalisation required to pay back
the ECB through the “other measures”
that may be required, which of course
include the plan for the disposal of
state assets mapped out in the EU-IMF
programme. “With these sales, recapi-
talisations and other measures  the
banks will repay their ECB and Central
Bank funding and in time will be better
able to raise their own funds.”

The need to repudiate this debt is
increasingly evident. The demand must
be made into a campaign that mobilises
the maximum number of people to
make it a reality.

Repudiation must be on our terms
and not brought about by  inability to
pay, as that would lead only to
further servitude to the European
Union and International Monetary
Fund.

[NL]

Anglo-Irish Ba nk records historic losses
NGLO-IRISH Bank has reported a loss of €17.7 billio n for 2010, a record corporate loss forAIreland. This follows a loss of €12.8 billion that the bank recorded at the end of December

2009, then setting a new record in Irish corporate history!
The bank has received €29.3 billion

from the state, with an additional €6.4
billion in its promissory note of 31
December.

Further billions may be required as
the state squanders more and more
taxpayers’ money on this failed and
corrupt entity.

In addition to this it has borrowed
€45 billion from the European Central
Bank, which, if it cannot repay it, will

be covered by the state guarantee and
so may somehow miraculously show up
in our national debt gures. �

For managing all this the total pay
of the chief executive, Mike Aynsley, for
last year came to €974,000. The pack-
age included a basic salary of €500,000,
other benets of €341,000, and �
employer’s pension contributions of
€133,000.

[NL]
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A tale of two  Eur ope s
E  now have a tale of two Europes. Germany’s econom ic might is crushing the weakWperipheral countries of Ireland, Spain, Portugal, a nd Greece. This is clear by virtue of the

European Central Bank’s decision in the � rst week of April to raise interest rates in the eu ro
zone from 1 to 1¼ per cent.

This action essentially accedes to
Germany’s desire for higher interest
rates. It will do little to help the weak-
est and instead will simply service the
strongest. Actions of this sort, rather
than serving to curb ination—run � ning
at 2.6 per cent—signal the real begin-
nings of Europe shooting itself in its
collective foot and sliding further into
disorder and fragmentation.

The only reason interest rates need
to rise is because Germany’s economic
output—bigger than  the  four
peripheral countries put together—is
growing at such a steady rate.
Germany has been powering out of
recession over the past two years. Its
economy grew by 3.7 per cent last year,
while industrial production grew by 15
per cent.

Labour costs in this period have
remained at—indeed Germany has �
made itself hyper-competitive largely
through labour market reforms and
passing signicant pressures on to the �
factory oor. � Germany has squeezed its
own workers and kept wages practi-
cally frozen for the past decade. As a

result, it has chalked up large current-
account surpluses.

However, one half of the euro zone
has no economic growth whatsoever.
Over the past two years, under
pressure from the ECB, the Greek
economy has shrunk by 6 per cent and
Ireland’s by 11 per cent; and while
Portugal’s grew by 0.3 per cent over
the same period, it is expected to
shrink by 1.3 per cent this year.

These countries are in penury and
need the ECB’s interest rate increase
like a hole in the head. The German
success is directly linked to the suer � -
ing of the weakest countries. What is
becoming even more obvious is that we
have a two-speed Europe, trapped in-
side a central currency with big
problems.

The German success is a problem
because they are outcompeting
countries in the European Union that
need to grow. This problem is aggra-
vated by the fact that the countries are
locked together in a currency union,
which is serving only to favour
Germany. In this way Germany has had

a lot of help from an undervalued
currency, while the periphery has been
subject to an overvalued currency.
Germany has in many respects had
articial growth and competitiveness at �
the expense of the poorer countries.

The euro zone has therefore become
a trap for peripheral countries. They
are crushed by debt, unable to compete
against the core, saddled with
austerity, and facing long-term stagna-
tion. In all probability “austerity
fatigue” is likely to set in, as populist
demands arise in opposition to
servicing debts to foreigners rather
than servicing education and health.

It is highly probable that a number
of member-states will be forced, by
popular pressure, to leave the currency
union within the next few years, leav-
ing the euro to survive solely in the
core countries.

Defaulting  and  reconsidering
membership of the euro will become all
the more likely in the next few years.
The left needs to play a central part in
shaping up to this likely outcome.

[NC]

WORKE RS IN STRUGGL E

Victory for hotel workers
FIVE members of SIPTU employed by the Davenport
Hotel in Dublin were sacked for refusing to accept a cut in
their pay of €8.65—the minimum wage—days after the
Government rushed through legislation to bring the mini-
mum wage down to €7.79. The workers refused to be
bullied but stood their ground and placed pickets o n the
hotel, supported by their union.

On 7 March the Labour Court ruled that the workers
must be reinstated and their pay rate be restored t o
€8.50. It has also recommended that the ve accom � mo

dation workers be paid all the money they would hav e
earned had they not been removed from the roster in
February. It declared that the ve women should be �
included on the duty roster that was due to take ee ct on�
Wednesday 9 March.

In its nding the Labour Court also rejected the sub � -
mission of the hotel operator that the reduction in  hourly
pay from €8.65 to €7.79 was necessary to sustain jo bs, as
the company had not provided any trading or nancial �
information to back up its claim.
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The court said that the company should have provide d
employees with all relevant information necessary t o
make an informed decision on the proposed pay cut, and
that they should have been given a reasonable perio d
within which to take advice on the matter.

The ve women—one from Poland and four from�
Lithuania—whose duties included cleaning rooms and
corridors and changing linen, had worked at the Dav en-
port Hotel for between four and six years. In Janua ry
they were asked by the management at the hotel, whi ch is
owned by the businessman Noel O’Callaghan, to sign a
new contract or face being taken o  the work roster.  No�
copies of the contract, either in English or in the ir own
languages, were given to them. When they refused to  sign

they were taken o  the payroll. SIPTU served strike �
notice on 9 February.

The SIPTU organiser, Pat Ward, said it was “a great
outcome for the workers concerned and for SIPTU. Th e

ve women displayed real courage in resisting severe �
pressure from their employer to take a cut in their  mini-
mum wage level.”

SIPTU serves strike notice
on Meitheal Forbartha na Gaeltachta
SIPTU has served notice of strike action on Meithea l
Forbartha na Gaeltachta Teo. in Co. Galway, to begi n
from Wednesday 16 March. Pickets will be placed on the
company’s premises in Ros Muc and Indreabhán.

The dispute is over the unilateral imposition of pa y
cuts and the issuing of redundancy notice to four w orkers
in a situation where, according to the union, redun -
dancies are not required. The SIPTU organiser, Dian e
Jackson, said: “The unilateral actions by the compa ny left
our members with no alternative but to ballot for s trike
action. The union submitted a proposal to MFG that is
workable and which maintains jobs and in turn prote cts
the services provided in the communities served by our
members.”

She said that the union is seeking the withdrawal o f
the redundancy notices so that the parties can enga ge in
meaningful discussions to nd a satisfactory resolut ion to�
the issues, but so far the company has refused to t alk.

Workers’ rights under sustained attack
ORKERS’ rights continue to be undermined by both th e Government and employers. TheWGovernment has set up what it calls an independent review body to look into employment

rights orders and registered employment agreements.
EROs cover such groups as agri-

cultural workers, contract cleaners, law
clerks, and hotel workers. The Labour
Court makes an ERO conrming pro � -
posals submitted by a joint labour com-
mittee. This order is legally binding. It
is the JLC that agrees and sets the pay
and working conditions for the workers
covered. The ERO made by the Labour
Court therefore makes the JLC agree-
ment enforceable by law.

If the ERO were to be abolished, or

if opt-outs by individual companies
were allowed, this could result in
reductions of up to 20 per cent in
wages, as well as the loss of such
benets as overtime payment, weekend �
premiums, and also sick pay.

The EROs have both provided some
protection to organised workers and
created a benchmark for workers in a
particular industry. As an example,
hospital contract cleaners under an
existing ERO are legally entitled to

€9.50 per hour. If their ERO was
abolished they would suer a drop to �
€7.65, the new minimum wage. The
bosses’ organisation, IBEC, has called
on the new Government to “adhere to
the structural reforms agreed to with
the IMF, including keeping the
national minimum wage at the new
level of €7.65 and allowing the review
to consider abolishing the ERO
system.”

[EMC]

Tr ade  uni ons : The  ba ttle for ide ology
E all know that in recent years the political and e conomic environment has become farWmore hostile to organised labour, and we don’t need  economists to tell us that this has

caused severe hardship in some cases for workers, t he unemployed, and the poor.
The so-called austerity budgets were

marked by savage cuts in public spend-
ing, cuts in social welfare, in children’s
allowance and in public-sector workers’
pensions, on top of a savage assault on
jobs in the private sector and all the
other measures designed to make
working people and the poor pay for
the nancial crisis of the state and the �
banks.

The challenge faced by trade unions
in representing their members in the
industrial relations arena, and in the
broader political and economic environ-

ment, has become more urgent and
more complex.

For trade unions this challenge is
compounded by a signi � cant loss of
membership, particularly in the private
sector. The decline in union member-
ship has weakened union power, and
this in turn has played a part in the
demise of unions’ broad representative
status.

Why has the Irish Congress of
Trade Unions in particular, and the
trade union movement more generally,
failed to articulate a clear political and

economic vision for Irish workers? Lest
we forget, let us remind ourselves that
the trade union movement was founded
on a set of core values and beliefs:
equality, justice, democracy, and
collective struggle.

The trade union motto, “An injury
to one is an injury to all,” is an impor-
tant and valuable slogan, not merely to
be used on the bottom of posters but to
be the very basis of the movement’s
tactical thinking and strategy.

Unfortunately the movement has
failed to place these values within a
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clear political and economic pro-
gramme that can mobilise its member-
ship and the broader labour move-
ment.

New trade union pamphlet
Trade unions have always had two
faces, as the sword of justice and as
vested interest. In Ireland, trade
unions have somewhat abandoned the
sword of justice face, and the vested-
interest face has won out.

It is now time to challenge the trade
union movement to wield the sword of
justice and to reclaim our trade union
ideology, which is based on solidarity,
collectivism, and a shared social
responsibility.

If unions rediscover this conviction,

and persuade their own members and
members of community groups and
civil society more generally, then the
interests and rights of working people
can nd a common ground. �

“It’s easy for some political parties,”
has been the cry of some trade union
o cers, “to snipe from the long grass at �
the failures of the trade union move-
ment.” This has never been the Com-
munist Party’s position. However, we
do want to pose a challenge to the
movement to enter into a debate about
the future direction to be taken.

Through the publication of our new
pamphlet, which will be launched on
May Day, the Communist Party of
Ireland seeks to focus the debate on the
politics, structure, vision and actions of

the Irish trade union movement, with a
view to mobilising its resources in the
advancement of a just society.

The pamphlet covers a number of
areas: a clear view of the roots of the
crisis, an analysis of the trade union
movement’s response to the crisis, an
articulation of a class analysis for the
way forward, and proposals for
renewal.

We will be inviting a number of
general secretaries and presidents to
respond to our pamphlet, which we
hope they will do. We want to make
the discussion as broad as possible, and
so we will also invite union members
and activists to become involved in the
debate.

We look forward to the responses.

Pr ivate equi ty’s oppo rtuni ty
IKE vultures—and some are actually known as “vultur e funds”!—private equity is hovering,Lwaiting for a victim to devour. The victim will be the cheap purchase of a state company or

assets, as states, burdened by banking debt, seek t o raise capital by any means necessary and
to support their class allies in big business and n ance capital. �

In the case of Ireland, the Fianna
Fáil Government had commissioned a
second McCarthy Report to assess the
readiness of state companies and assets
for sale. This position was further
enshrined in state policy by the terms
of the EU-IMF deal that specically �
mentions this report and dictates the
privatisation and sale of assets in
return for their imposed loans.

Private equity funds do not invest
to build or sustain a company or
service. They do so to make a quick
prot, specically at the expense of the � �
company, its employees, and those who
rely on its service or product. They do
so initially through what is known as a
leveraged buy-out, where the debt
amassed to make the purchase (and
any other debt the investors may have)
is loaded onto the purchased company.
They then strip the company’s assets:
anything of value is siphoned o  or �
sold, with no consideration for the
future of the company. In addition to
this, any capital reserves are raided and
pension funds devoured, leaving a

carcase and a shell of what used to be.
The present crisis has been

described as the perfect opportunity for
the vulture funds, a particularly vicious
branch of private equity; and so it is
interesting to report a recent insider
account of what happened when private

equity met at the “Super-Return” Con-
ference in March.

73 per cent of those who attended
this conference did not disagree with
the description given above of their
activity and admitted that they “only
add value some of the time.”

David Bonderman, founder of
Texas-Pacic Group � , now known as
TPG Capital, suggested that this year
would see a return to massive activity,
as private equity globally has been
sitting on approximately $450 billion
worth of savings—sitting and waiting
for states to become increasingly des-
perate to sell.

“When governments are selling, you
should be buying. And when govern-
ments are defaulting, we should look at
that as an opportunity. Prices are
always lower when the troops are in the
street. A good default, like Portugal or
Greece, would be very good for the
private equity business. Might not be so
good for the republic, but it would be
good for us.”

[NL]

Int erna tiona l Women’ s Day
HIS year, the hundredth anniversary of the rst Inte rnational Women’s Day was�Tcelebrated by a range of groups and organisations a round the country. This breadth and

scope of the celebration is essential if we are to confront capitalism in its current “nan � cial-
ised” phase.

The CPI began to publicly celebrate
International Women’s Day in the mid-
1970s. If anybody here in Ireland had
heard of such a day, even fewer were
prepared to celebrate it: to do so would
have drawn the inference that you
where either a communist or a sympa-

thiser. But over the years it developed
and grew, with trade unions and other
organisations taking up the day so that
it could become the important event
that it now is and should be.

But over the last decade or more, as
more and more establishment women’s

organisations have come to dominate
and shape what is the “women’s”
agenda, so also we can track the steady
move away from its roots and the
assimilation of the day and what it
stood for into the safe and stiing grip �
of the well-heeled.
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The radical history of working
women has been quietly replaced by
concern at the “glass ceiling” in the
board-room, accounts of women setting
up their own businesses, and the like.
There is the odd mention of poverty
and its eect on women, the grow � ing
mass unemployment, and the harsher
working environment being experi-
enced by both women and men. But
the hated universal social charge, the
conditions of part-time workers and
the cut in the minimum wage all
appear to be too hot to handle for the
o cial women’s organisations. �

This year the National Women’s
Council launched its “Charter for
Women’s Equality” not in Oliver Bond
House, in Garranabraher in Cork or
Southill in Limerick: no, they chose
the o ces of the European Com � mis-
sion in Dublin. It says a lot for these
ne ladies that they chose such a venue �

while the European Union continues
its assault on workers’ rights.

While these well-heeled ladies were
meeting in the EU o ces, an organi � -
sation calling itself An Cosán was hold-
ing its annual dinner for International
Women’s Day in the salubrious sur-
roundings of the Four Seasons Hotel.

Both events are a far cry from the
roots of International Women’s Day,
which was to be a rallying-point for

publicising the inequality that women
experienced and continue to experience
daily. It was also a day for expressing
solidarity with women in oppressed
and colonised countries.

This assimilation of a radical cele-
bration and mobilising occasion shows
that the establishment has great
capacity and reserves on which to draw
in luring organisations into its swamp
and quietly, without them  even
noticing, extracting their teeth.

The EU heads of state and heads of
government met recently to look at
issues that are barriers to making the
European Union more “competitive.”
One area under scrutiny is collective
bargaining. Workers—men and women
—can have rights only so long as they
don’t interfere with the “market.”

But all was not lost. The women of
St Michael’s Estate in Inchicore,
Dublin, celebrated without o cial �
Ireland’s approval. Women trade union
activists gathered both to celebrate and
to raise money for sending a ship to
break the blockade of Gaza. In Belfast
thousands of women marched to
demand an end to the cuts.

One would like to see the reaction
of the ne ladies of the National �
Women’s Council if a letter landed on
their table calling for them to take a
stand on Gaza, on the rip-o  of our �

national resources, on the savage cuts
in public services, or on the crippling
debt burden placed on the back of our
people at the behest of the European
Union and International Monetary
Fund.

It remains a task to win back this
day for working women.

[EMC]

Comme moration of the  Tr iang le
Shi rtwaist Fa ctory fire

March 2011 was the centennial of the infamous Trian gle Shirtwaist Factory re in New �25York, which took the lives of 146 workers, mostly y oung immigrant women, and galva-
nised a movement for social justice.

The factory at the time had more
than ve hundred employees. On 25 �
March 1911 a re broke out on the �
seventh oor. The workers ran to the �
re escape; it collapsed, dropping them �

to their death. On the eighth oor a �
critical exit was locked. People in the
street watched in horror as the workers
began to jump out the windows. Fire
engines arrived, but their ladders
reached only the fth oor. � �

There was a trial; but the owners,
long known for their anti-union
activities, got o. But the re became a � �
rallying-cry for the international labour
movement. It took this horror to
prompt the enacting of laws and regu-

lations to protect workers. As one
member of the American Society of
Safety Engineers put it, “all the safety
rules are written in blood.”

Since 2008 a coalition of 120 organi-
sations in the United States set up by
the lm-maker Ruth Sergel has held an �
annual commemoration. This year saw
events all over the United States,
ranging from activism to education and
art. On 12 March the Manhattan
Choral Ensemble performed a requiem
based on Jonathan Fink’s sequence of
poems “Cona � gration and Wage: The
Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire.” The
name of each victim was read out and a
silver bell rung as schoolchildren or
family members placed a white
carnation on the pavement. A new
anthology of poetry was launched,
Walking Through a River of Fire,  edited
by Julia Stein, poet and anti-sweatshop
activist. “We remember because we are
still ght � ing for social justice for all.”

A recent report states that 67 per
cent of garment factories in Los
Angeles and 63 per cent of those in
New York violate minimum wage and

overtime laws. In Los Angeles, 98 per
cent of garment factories have serious
health and safety issues.

Sweat-Free Communities and Inter-
national Labour Rights Forum invited
Kalpona Akter and Babul Akter to
speak at the commemoration. They are
former garment workers who have
been imprisoned in Bangladesh for
trying to raise labour and safety stan-
dards there. “It’s where the Triangle
Shirtwaist res are taking place now,” �
said Björn Claeson, executive director
of Sweatfree Communities.

This is something we should all bear
in mind when we go shopping for
clothes. “Cheap” comes at a high price
for today’s garment workers, whose
plight is often not much better than
indentured labourers.

The commemoration of the
Triangle Shirtwaist Factory re has �
implications for all of us today. The
anonymous hands that made what
you’re wearing now—do you ever
stop to think under what conditions
they do their work?

[MNM]
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The Equality Delusion

Launched on International
Women’s Day, The Equality
Delusion  challenges the notion
that the equality agenda is
something distinct and separate
from class politics.  •  €3 (£2.50),
postage free within Ireland, from
Connolly Books, 43 East Essex
Street, Dublin 2.



“O Irishme n,  forget the  pa st”
HE actions of the United States, NATO and a few cli ent Arab states in the military adven-Ttures over Libya have caused some to question the v iews of those on the left who doubt any

humanitarian motives.
To understand the nature of

imperialism means we have to
keep the practice of the beast
always close to our minds. Even
a short review since the Second
World War of their role in their
respective colonial spheres of
interest will reveal a practice of
barbarism. It is no harm to
remind ourselves of this as we
await a visit from the com-
mander in chief of the armed
forces of our nearest neighbour.

If we look at the British
army’s role in its colonies it
becomes obvious that massacres
like Derry’s Bloody Sunday
were not accidental or incidental
but were a continuation of the
British strategy of colonialism and neo-
colonialism. The accompanying photo-
graphs illustrate the ferocity of the
occupation of lands extending from
Europe to Africa and Asia.

To counter the popular resistance to
these occupations, the British
developed a school of what became
known as counter-insurgency. This was
rened as time went on and as dier � � -
ent situations and changing war tech-
nologies demanded and was applied
later from Belfast to Viet Nam.

Britain’s defence of its “strategic
interests” with modern counter-
insurgency began in fact before the end
of the Second World War. In December
1944, while the Red Army was “tearing
the guts out of the Nazi war machine”
(in the words of Winston Churchill)
and the Allies were closing from the
west, British troops were attacking the
Greek anti-fascist resistance army in
Athens. The Greek popular movement,
its army (ELAS) and its civic adminis-
tration (EAM) had liberated most of
the country. Their vision of a free
society clashed with that of the Greek
monarchy in exile, of the landed and
the rich, which was to restore the past.

The British establishment had long-
standing ties with its dictatorial
counterpart in Greece, hence the send-
ing of its troops to restore the status
quo. The Greek Communist Party was
the core of the broad anti-fascist ELAS-
EAM coalition, and with the advent of
the Cold War these forces were
defeated in a bitter civil war. The
victorious White terror had the habit of
displaying the heads of dead resistance
ghters through Greek villages to �

intimidate the local people.
Which brings us to one of the photo-

graphs and to the other side of the
world.

Malaya was a direct British colony,
with the riches of its tin and rubber
essential to the home economy. In 1942
Japanese imperial troops overran the
colony and captured the “invincible”
island fortress of Singapore. The Euro-
pean mine and plantation owners ed, �
but the Japanese occupation was erce �
on the local population.

Malaya was a racially mixed society,
with indigenous Malay, Chinese and
Indian immigrant workers involved in
the dierent aspects of social and econ � -
omic life. They would unite in an anti-
Japanese coalition, with peasant and
industrial workers as its core and the
Malayan Communist Party (MPA) as
its unifying element. British and resis-
tance armies took part in a joint
victory parade in Malaya and indeed in
London in 1945.

Again, as in Greece, the old order

attempted to retrieve its posses-
sions and suppress the growing
trade union and peasant rights
movements. Collaborators of the
Japanese were restored to their
civic functions, and Japanese
prisoners of war were used as
scabs against striking Singapore
dockers. A war of repression was
forced on the MPA and its allies,
who had to take to the jungle
and hills.
      The British never called it a
war but an “emergency,” with a
military laboratory in which new
strategies and tactics could be
tried and tested. These included
the forerunners of the “strategic
hamlets” of the French and then

the Americans in Viet Nam. Villages
were burned and the population
herded into barbed-wire enclosures,
cutting o  support and food to the �
guerillas. Tensions of religion, race and
class dierences were promoted to �
disturb the ethnic mix of the popu-
lation. Black propaganda and dis-
information were professionalised.

All this was written up in training
manuals, to be passed on as standard
practice for use in other colonies.

Along the way came British
Guyana, where the elected left-wing
government of Cheddi Jagan in 1953
was overthrown, the labour movement
shattered, and racial divisions between
minorities mastermind from London.

As the years went by, the manuals
and practice were rened by the United �
States and particularly the CIA.

Before the “winds of change” were
forced on successive British govern-
ment, who had to learn how to de-
colonise while maintaining economic
power, the “natives” in Kenya became
uppity. As in Malaya, the war was not a
war but an “emergency”; and this time,
as there were no “communist bandits”
to blame, the enemy became the “Mau
Mau.” These were pictured as a
barbaric, dark tribe with secret
macabre rites, voodoo-like, with blood-
thirsty rituals. Never mind that the
“Mau Mau” were actually the Land and
Freedom Army (and that in 1963 Jomo
Kenyatta, the jailed leader of the anti-
colonial movement, would become
prime minister of a free Kenya). More
than a thousand people were hanged
and more than 80,000 interned.

So, the manuals were updated and
experiences exchanged to take in more
subversion, horror and repression in
Cyprus and Aden—not forgetting the
Korean adventure.
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One for the family album: a smiling
British commando posing with the

severed heads of murdered Malayan
guerrillas.

“Round up the usual suspects”: the British colonial
war in Kenya, 1952–1960



It must be stated that there always
existed in the British labour movement
some who realised that their ruling
class were not just their class enemy
but that opposition to overseas adven-
tures was a matter of duty. If it was
only a minority trend, it still under-
stood Marx’s dictum that “a nation
which oppresses another cannot itself
be free.”

They also had to counter the sup-
porters of imperialist thinking in the
labour movement—for indeed it was a
Labour government that authorised

the beheading of Malayan democrats
and communists. The Daily Worker,
which rst published the photo � graphs
from Malaya, was threatened with
being banned.

While the Trade Union Congress
was sending “experts” out to Malaya,
Guyana etc. to split their trade unions
and create yellow unions, conversely
the left in Britain was sending legal
experts, such as D. N. Pritt QC, to
defend Kenyatta and other democrats.

There are those who are now argu-
ing for revalidating the civilising role of

empires. There might be some who
want to use the Queen’s visit to ques-
tion our negativity towards the British
experience, past and present. We must
remind them that what was inicted on �
the Irish people was the common
experience of  colonial  barbarism
against peoples around the world.

It was popular in Britain to gloat
over “the empire on which the Sun
never sets,” to which the famous
Chartist leader Ernest Jones added,
“and the blood never dries.”

[TR]

Le tter from Ame rica
Thomas Kenny

COUPLE of years ago I was in a car heading back to Dublin after attending a SIPTUAconference in Tralee. My SIPTU friend, driving, hea rd his mobile go o . He listened for a �
second, and then handed it to me. I heard his Dubli n colleague: “Your Obama won the Nobel
Peace Prize.”

Since then “my Obama,” the Peace
Prize winner, has intensied the war in �
Afghanistan, prolonged the war in Iraq,
launched the war in Libya, and com-
mands imperial armies active in
Yemen, Pakistan, and goodness knows
where else.

“Change you can believe in” was his
slogan during the successful campaign
in 2008. I never was quite sure what

“you can believe in” meant exactly. As
opposed to “change you can’t  believe
in”? Was the inferior brand of change
on oer from another candidate? Who �
dreams up these stupid slogans? In the
event, a more truthful slogan would
have been “Change you don’t want.”

The political pundits on television
say President Obama plans to raise a
billion dollars for his 2012 campaign. It

began today (4 April). One can raise
such immense sums only from big cor-
porations. If Obama succeeds and if he
is re-elected, his policies will be the
same.

No, actually, probably they will be
worse, so beholden will he be to Big
Banks, Big Oil, Big Insurance, and Big
Armaments.

I don’t charge him with incompe-
tence. He chose to squander his huge
political majority in Congress (sixty
senators—a “supermajority”) and an
even bigger margin in the House of
Representatives. What did he do with
all that political capital he enjoyed in
2008–2010? He pushed through a
health insurance “reform” bill, secretly
negotiated  with  the insurance
companies. He rejected the many pro-
gressive reform alternatives.

Why are millions of American
voters who voted for him in 2008 dis-
appointed? For one thing, unemploy-
ment. Filled with bankers, CEOs,
Republican politicians, and conserva-
tive Democrat politicians, this White
House is remarkably tolerant of a
nearly 10 per cent rate of unemploy-
ment. It says, “We can’t have another
stimulus programme and create jobs.”
Why? “It might mean raising taxes on
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“Every class in society save royalty, and especiall y British royalty, has
through some of its members contributed something t o the elevation of
the race. But neither in science, nor in art, nor i n literature, nor in
exploration, nor in mechanical invention, nor in hu manising of laws, nor
in any sphere of human activity has a representativ e of British royalty
helped forward the moral, intellectual or material improvement of man-
kind. But that royal family has opposed every forwa rd move, fought
every reform, persecuted every patriot, and intrigu ed against every
good cause. Slandering every friend of the people, it has befriended
every oppressor.”—James Connolly, “Visit of King Ge orge V” (leaet �
circulated by Socialist Party of Ireland), 1910.

“Pleased to meet you, colonel . . . By the way, I’l l be bombing
your country next month.”



the rich.” But the Administration can
always nd billions for the banks. �

The main thing he promised the
trade unions, which tirelessly can-
vassed for him and spent tens of
millions of dollars on ads for him, was
labour law reform. The bill, the innocu-
ously named Employee Free Choice
Act, has been written for years and is
ready to go. It would make organising
in the private sector possible again. He
decided he had other priorities.

As for labour rights in general,
when the battle of Wisconsin arose a
few months ago he conned himself to �
uttering a few platitudes. His Adminis-
tration harbours pro-Wall Street con-
servatives who want to weaken social
security, Medicare, and Medicaid. They
want these social insurance systems
privatised.

Thanks to tax policies he oers (or �
acquiesces in), inequality in the
country has reached levels not seen
since the nineteenth century. Joseph
Stiglitz, the renowned economist,
wrote yesterday: “The upper 1 per cent
of Americans is now taking in nearly a
quarter of the nation’s income every

income, the top 1 per cent control 40 per
cent. Their lot in life has improved con-
siderably. Twenty-ve years ago, the cor � -
responding gures were 12 per cent and �
33 per cent.”

Obama’s military budget breaks all
records, at around $700 billion. The
United States has eleven aircraft
carriers, and 750 or so military bases
across the globe, and now a new eet, �
the Fourth Fleet, circling South
America.

On Cuba, the blockade stays in
eect. The Five stay in prison. �

On immigration policy he is worse
than Bush, deporting each year hun-
dreds of thousands of undocumented
Mexican workers, more than Bush by a
large margin.

Racism? Despite the genuine demo-
cratic signicance of the election of the �
rst Black head of state of a republic �

long disgured by racism, all indicators �
suggest a worsening of racism. The
housing crisis (foreclosures, evictions),
is hurting communities of colour hard-
est. The unemployment rate of Black
and Latino workers is much higher
than for white workers, as has been the
case for decades.

Repression? Peace activists’ houses
are raided by the FBI. Guantánamo
stays open.

How did he get elected?
1. By 2008 revulsion against Bush

and Cheney ran strong. Even the mere
sight of Bush and Cheney on television
was repellent, with their frank, mailed-
st foreign policy and their “robber �

baron” domestic policy. Voters did want
something much dierent. They did �
want change.

2. Money. Wall Street decisively
shifted to Obama’s side in September
2008.

3. Race and racism. Race cut both
ways. Among progressives there was
the reasonable assumption that a
person of his background would almost
certainly be, instinctively, a champion
of progressive causes.

New voters, many of them young
Blacks, voted in large numbers. For
many it was a rst-time vote. �
Naturally, and quite understandably,

own community, presumably more
sensitive to their special oppression.

Of course racism depressed Obama’s
vote among right-wing whites. Only 43
per cent of white voters voted for him.
The other factors, however, oset this. �

4. Luck. In the crucial Iowa primary
it was the front-runner Hillary
Clinton’s folly not to apologise for her
Senate vote authorising the Iraq war.
Iowa peace voters noticed that. Obama
was not in the US Senate in 2003.

5. More luck. He was not leading
when the world nancial collapse of �
September 2008 occurred. Big banks
were crashing every day. Millions,
remembering the Great Depression,
believed they would be best served by a
reformist Democrat of some sort. Wall
Street also, seeing the likelihood of
Democratic victory in November,
poured money into his campaign
coers. �

6. Personality. On television he
speaks in sentences, in the manner of a
university professor. Bush was . . . (The
less said about Bush the better.)

The more things change, the more
they remain the same. One last
memory: The present writer was part
of a trade union study trip to Ireland in
1984. The ITGWU conference hap-
pened to end at the weekend when
Ronald Reagan arrived to sup with
Garrett Fitzgerald in Dublin Castle.

Many will remember the Bally-
poreen nonsense in 1984. The Irish
papers focused on the briefcase with
codes for launching nuclear war carried
around by a Secret Service agent (the
one with sunglasses on). At the week-
end most of my fellow-participants
headed to the countryside to visit rela-
tives, or just to see the sights of the
west of Ireland.

I stayed behind in Dublin and took
part in the Ring around Reagan. It was
one of the nest demon � strations I ever
saw. I marched near the front, as a
guest of Sisters for Justice, a group of
Irish missionary nuns working in
Central America and furious at
Reagan’s wars there.

That was the Ring around
Reagan. I hope the Irish people will

AST year the world watched in horror at theLpollution caused to the Gulf of Mexico by the BP oi l
spill. In Ecuador, however, the Amazon area has
su ered pollution and con � tamination ten times worse
than that of the Gulf of Mexico. The livelihood of many
local people has been destroyed and their lives
endangered since the rst oil was extracted by Texac o�
from Lago Agrio in 1972, when Ecuador was ruled by a

military-backed government. 
Almost forty years later a court in the same town,

Lago Agrio, ruled that the Chevron Corporation
(which has since taken over Texaco) must pay $8.6
billion in damages for polluting the Amazon and the
permanent eects caused for thousands of people in �
the area. The residents had been seeking justice ov er
the last eighteen years. These people were mainly
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hunter-gatherers and subsistence farmers, all of wh om
depended on the rivers as their main source of wate r.
As a result of Chevron’s actions this area has the high-
est cancer rates in the country. Childhood leukaemi a is
three times the national average.

Research by the Institute of Development and
International Cooperation Studies found that 72 per
cent of the population were aected by pol � lution to
both land and water caused by the extraction of oil . An
incredible 88 per cent were reported to have lost c rops.
And 22 per cent of the people had been forcibly
displaced. The introduction of money, alcohol and n ew
diseases destroyed the people’s way of life, as wel l as
their spiritual connection with the rain-forests an d
their land. There were also widespread sexual assau lts
by Texaco workers against indigenous women.

Chevron has since admitted that Texaco dumped
18½ billion gallons of toxic water in the area’s wa ter-
ways, and that they had more than nine hundred un-
lined open-air waste pits in the jungle oor. These pits�
were lled with deadly toxins that were free to run o� �
into streams and rivers.

Throughout the case Chevron used the usual
tactics of transnationals. They extensively lobbied  Brit-
ish and American politicians to get them to force
Ecuador to drop the case. Numerous death threats

have been made against lawyers working for the loca l
communities.

Guillermo Grefa, an indigenous Amazon leader,
said: “We can tell our neighbours and those aected �
that justice exists. They can dream again of drinki ng
clean water, not with oil residue like we’ve had to  drink
until now. We can dream that the clean-up of the la nd
can begin and dream of a better way of life.”

[JM]

Canada st eps up free- trade negot iat ions
in Hondur as

N February this year Canadian trade negotiators I travelled to Tegucigalpa to discuss a free-
trade agreement with Honduras. This was the second
meeting to take place after an opening meeting had
been held in Ottawa in December. The meetings are
being held in order to allow the Canadian state and  its
transnational corporations greater access to
Honduras’s natural resources. They also deepen rela -
tions between Canada and the post-coup Honduran
regime of Porrio Pepe Lobo. �

Canadian corporations, supported by the Canadian
state, have been expanding their in uence throughout �
Latin America over the last couple of decades, beco m-
ing the third-largest foreign investor in Lain Amer ica.

Three years ago Canada signed free-trade agree-
ments with Peru and Colombia. The agreement with
Peru was passed in the Canadian Parliament only two
weeks after the massacre of fty pro � testers by
Peruvian police and soldiers, while the human right s
record of Colombia speaks for itself. Now Canada
wants to sign an agreement with Honduras, less than
two years after the illegal coup against President
Manuel Zelaya.

They are negotiating with a so-called president
with no democratic mandate, as, according to inter-
national observers, there was no possibility of tha t
election being free and fair.

Already Canadian corporations are falling over
themselves in preparation for setting up in Hondura s.
Gildan Activewear, one of the largest T-shirt and s ock
manufactures in the world, has announced that it wi ll
be opening a new $100 million factory in Honduras.
Gildan has a horrendous record for working conditio ns
and for trying to smash trade unions. Its o cials ha ve�
already held seven meetings with senior Canadian po li-
ticians since June 2010.

The free-trade agreement will further open up
Honduras to Canadian mining companies. Socialist
Voice  has reported extensively on both the environ-
mental impact and the human rights violations of
these companies throughout Latin America. Already
90 per cent of investment in Honduras’s mining
industry comes from Canada.

The free-trade agreement will further increase this
investment, and further increase the exploitation o f
Honduras’s natural resources, further increase
environmental damage and human rights violations, a s
well as leading to further con ict between long- �
su ering com � munities and the transnational corpor-
ations and their allies in the Honduran state and
police.

The negotiations are taking place against a back-
drop of continuing serious human rights abuses.
According to a leading human rights organisation,
Comité de Familiares de Detenidos Desaparecidos en
Honduras (Committee of Families of Disappeared
Prisoners in Honduras) there have been 1,071 docu-
mented violations of human rights in the rst four �
months alone of the Lobo regime. These have include d
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arbitrary detention, threats of physical harm, tort ure,
and assassination.

There have been sixty-four assassinations of
activists of the Frente Nacional de Resistencia Pop ular
(National Front of Popular Resistance). In the Agua n
region twenty campesinos have been murdered by
gunmen, including police and soldiers, working for
Miguel Facusse, Honduras’s richest man and all-roun d
thug and parasite. Ten journalists were also murder ed
during 2010. Anyone speaking out against the illegi ti-
mate regime is threatened with violence or murdered .

Trade agreements, as history shows, very much
favour the foreign investor. They are created to gi ve

wide-ranging powers to foreign governments and thei r
transnational corporations, indeed powers that ofte n
supersede those of national governments. These agre e-
ments create even greater prots for foreign capital � -
ists, while pushing the indigenous people into grea ter
poverty.

The Canadian-Honduran agreement will lead to
more campesinos being driven from their land. There
will be more repression of trade union activists an d
those opposing mining as well as those opposing the
coup.

[JM]

 Art

“Message to Sa lina s”
LAINE Byrne is a young Irish artist who found herse lf being asked constantly about theEdisgraced ex-president Carlos Salinas during her st ay in Mexico in 2010. Most Irish people

would not be aware that Salinas has been living in Dublin since 1996, after he ed Mexico, �
believing he could be charged with the murder of hi s successor. Elaine Byrne’s research led to
this project, in which she invited the people of Me xico to send a message to their former
president.

The exhibition presents these
messages in the form of a video, in
which people sat in front of the camera
and spoke for two minutes each. There
is also a book that accompanies the
exhibition, composed of e-mail mes-
sages sent by more than fty Mexicans. �

In the artist’s accompanying state-
ment she says: “The work is my com-
mentary on the socio-political power-
lessness of people and is both a portrait
of a place and of an artist’s half-
sceptical, half-hopeful attempt to
become an agent of social good.”

Any Irish person looking at these
messages would wonder why our
Government decided to give refuge to
this controversial gure. Carlos Salinas �
de Gortari, elected under dubious
circumstances, was president of Mexico
from 1988 to 1994 and is probably best
known for negotiating the North

American Free Trade Agreement with
the United States and Canada. In
Mexico, however, he is credited with
the collapse of the economy and is
described by many of the participants
as a fraudster and a thief. One woman

asks: “Why did you go so far from us?
Is Dublin a meeting point or shelter for
gangster politicians?”

More than forty state companies
were being privatised while Salinas was
implementing a dubious scheme called
“Solidarity,” which was supposed to
help the poor. However, some critics
pointed out that it was merely a politi-
cised repackaging of traditional welfare
that ameliorated but did not address
the root causes of poverty.

While in Ireland, Salinas took on a
more personal project: he wrote a book
to explain and defend his actions, called
Mexico: The Policy and Politics of
Modernisation.  Not short of a few bob
(of course), he published it himself and
then paid to have it distributed
throughout schools and libraries in
Mexico.

[MNM]
 

 Party news

CPI  and ULA meet
meeting took place in March between representatives  of the Communist Party of IrelandAand the United Left Alliance. It was organised at t he request of Mick O’Reilly (of Unite and

the Dublin Trades Council), who attended the meetin g. The CPI was represented by Eugene
McCartan and Tom Redmond and the ULA by Eddie Conlo n of People Before Prot and Kevin �
McLoughlin of the Socialist Party.

The CPI welcomed the electoral for-
mation of the ULA and congratulated
them on their success with the election
of ve TDs. The CPI has always been in �
favour of united working-class action
and of promoting unity. It instanced
the meetings in November and Decem-
ber on a trades council initiative to

bring the left together, when the CPI
was the only party to have attended all
three meetings. While not contesting
the elections, it had urged support for
voting left, which included the ULA,
Sinn Féin, and progressive individuals.

It had also initiated a campaign
demanding repudiation of the so-called

sovereign debt and urging support for a
referendum on the issue. The campaign
was now a public one, and individuals
and organisation were being asked to
promote it.

The ULA explained that their
coming together was to promote an
anti-capitalist front with a credible
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SOCIALIST VOICE

The Communi st  Par ty of  Irel and
is cal ling on you
to joi n in the  st ruggl e

alternative voting programme. They
were pleased with the results and
envisaged campaigns both inside and
outside the Dáil against the coalition’s
austerity measures. The aim was to
build a working-class party comprising
initially the existing groups and the
individuals who helped the election
teams around the country.

They realised it would take time to
discuss and agree both a political pro-
gramme and a structure to satisfy the
diverse components.

The CPI stressed that its concept of
the left was wider than that of the
ULA, as it entailed an anti-imperialist
content, for example in relation to the
European Union, and a political atti-
tude to forces such as Sinn Féin. The
ULA accepted that there were dier � -
ences between  approaches: for
example, they did not consider the
Labour Party or Sinn Féin part of the
left.

The exchange of views was friendly,
fraternal, and useful, the CPI stating
that there were no enemies on the left,
only rivals.

The ULA stated that when a pro-
gramme and ideas of structures were
more advanced they would present any
position papers to the CPI.

We are calling on progressive forces
and individuals in
• trade unions
• community groups
• NGOs and
• campaigning organisations
    and on
• -public and privatesector workers

• small farmers
• shermen �
• -the selfemployed
• the unemployed
• undergrad and postgrad students
• the early retired
to join with the Communist Party of
Ireland in the struggle against the vice

of capitalist and imperialist domination
in our daily lives.

We especially encourage women to
join the ranks, as Ireland has one of
the lowest female political represen -
tations in Europe.

We are recruiting also to facilitate
setting up specialist research units so
that we can organise a planned
strategy of national economic, political
and social policy programmes.

The time for political rhetoric is
over. Concrete policies and strategies
need to be adopted in order to bring a
viable alternative against the new

-centreright Government.
The Communist Party of Ireland, the

constant defenders of working people,
will be seeking to form the greatest
and most advanced political plinth of

-the workingclass and its allies.
Let the dogma of the past be

cleansed by the hope of a brighter
future in a planned, democratic,
socialist republic.
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